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This recently published book proposes that System-on-Package (SOP) will become the
paradigm packaging technology of the future as we are challenged to maximize volumetric
density and strive for ultra performance, but apply the synergistic design and planning to achieve
the lower cost. SOP, not to be confused with other “system” packaging strategies, is carefully
compared to well-known commercial technologies including System-on-Chip (SOC) and
System-in-Package (SIP). This nearly 800-page book contains details of these and other
packaging technologies, with valuable graphs, tables, historical background and voluminous
references, making it a wide-ranging resource book for packaging in general.
SOP places an entire system on a single extreme-density chip-size package to
substantially reduce the number of total components and achieve unsurpassed miniaturization.
SOP addresses interconnection issues, thermal management, communications modes, and multifunction versatility. There is a balanced discussion of design, manufacturing, and infrastructure
issues that arise with this radical new packaging technology. The authors argue that SOP can
yield a higher return on investment (ROI) with lower risk, yet widespread adoption faces serious
hurtles. While SOP may go beyond the popular System-on Chip (SOC) and System-In-Package
(SIP), success requires continuing research and development for many processes and perhaps the
introduction of new materials. Applications include consumer products, personal electronics,
bio-medical products and electromechanical systems. Each chapter provides the background and
latest status on the topic, with generous use of graphics, tables and references. This is a valuable
packaging reference book that may convince you that SOP is the right path for the future.
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